Why Choose Us

Why Executive Communication Stands Out from the Rest.

ü

We are Specialized and Focused.

There is no comparison. As far as the Language Training is concerned, we are not just another
language school specializing in teaching children that claims to teach Business English to adults
as well.

ü

A Program that is Tailored to You.

Our extensive experience working for major multinational corporations has
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lead us to formulate a programs and materials that are all geared towards your

functional business needs. We target individual or group requirements and

execute a program which will bring you quickly and effectively to your goal.

ü

Our People Make the Difference.

Our trainers are all university educated, native speakers with Business backgrounds. This
allows them to be sensitive to the needs and daily demanding schedules of modern executives.
In addition, our trainers are constantly kept up to date on the latest training methods,
technologies and modern business developments.

ü

Our Quality is Second to None and Guaranteed.

We ensure our ongoing quality and accountability through a proven.

ü

Quality Assurance Methodology.
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Personal attention and a close collaboration are provided by an assigned Relationship Manager
that supervises your program of study and delivers detailed reporting.

ü

We Deliver What Matters, Results!

Our programs are both cost effective and efficient because they create visible results in less
time than any other classic language school. They are healthy for your training budget because
we deliver more than what other training firms take years to do due to lack of focus, measurable
results or clear targets and deadlines.

ü
Your Company will maximize the value of its training budget by gaining much more
than just basic Language Training.
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ü
We Stand Behind Our Claims Fully. Don’t just take our word for it. Let us Prove it to
you.

If there is any doubt allow us to PROVE what we can do by providing a short demo seminar
FREE OF CHARGE.

We are so confident that our services will add value to your business that we will provide a short
training seminar at your business location Free of Charge.

Contact us to schedule a Date and Time convenient to you.
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